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Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.

   Unit 56 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Fees are $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to shcugcontact@gmail.com   

Weekly activities held in Unit 56                                                                                    Contact 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.          J & M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	                           Apple Group	             Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month, from 10 am onwards.	 Genealogy	             	  4871-2873   and   4868-1229 
Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month, 	 	 Games Morning	  
from 10am to 12 noon.        	 	 	 	  

Upcoming events. 
End of year celebration will be held in Scott Hall on 17 December, from 10am to 12 noon. 
  
In this issue. 
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2   Joining and payment options, activities and contents. 
3   Inviting members to a morning tea. 	 	 	 	          	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
4   From your committee.   		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By your committee   
5   An old bible and a challenging project.                                        	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
6  Taking screenshots with my iMac and MacBook.	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
7  Taking screenshots in Windows 10	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey 
8   Notice Board.  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey	  



The 
Southern Highlands Computer Users Group 

is cordially inviting 
all members  

to join the committee for  

morning tea 

to be held in Scott Hall, HarbisonCare 
on Monday 17 December 
from 10am to 12 noon.  

Be the one to win the lucky door prize 
or 

be the champion of the quiz  

RSVP before 10 December by emailing to: shcugcontact@gmail.com 
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From your committee

John Sue

Ron Martina

Rodney

 

Not long to go now until we reach the end of  2018.  

Your committee met on 2 November. With a light agenda, business was done within two hours. A query 
was received from a person living in Colo Vale, asking if  it was possible to set up a computer training 
centre there. Your committee did talk about this idea and decided to arrange a meeting with the person 
in question and take it from there.  

On Monday 17 December, we will have our last “Members helping Members” session for 2018. Instead 
of  doing some learning, the morning session will be dedicated to a “morning tea”. All SHCUG members 
are cordially invited to attend. We will resume these sessions again on 7 January 2019.  

The following message was received from Brian Graham: In January of  2020, Microsoft’s Windows 7 
platform will reach its end of  life and the company will stop providing ‘free’ updates. After this date, if  
you are running Windows 7 in your environment, you will be forced to pay for security 
patches. 
 
While it is possible that you could upgrade to Windows 8 from Windows 7, the vast majority will 
certainly move to Windows 10.  
 
While many have been hoping that Microsoft would extend the support deadline for Windows 7, as they 
had done with Windows XP, nothing has been heard along these lines and one should not expect the 
company to grant this wish. 

Your committee. 



     An old bible and A challenging project.
	                           Our Apple group is a wonderful source of  inspiration, where at times problems are 	 	
	                           placed on the table that sets the mind spinning in order to find solutions. Recently we 	 	
	                           had just such an occasion when a member brought along an old bible and had a query,		
	                           which was the following: Was it possible to recreate a page from that old bible? The 	 	
	                           page in question had a beautiful patterned border with additional motifs in the top 	 	  
	 	               corners.It also had a banner with text on it. The section below the banner had been 	 	
	                           written on and had blemishes due to age. The challenge was to create a digital image of  
	 	               this page, minus the writing and blemishes, to be printed on matching paper and 	 	
	                           rebound into the bible again. Enjoying a challenge, I had a good look at it and 	 	 	
	 	               suggested I have a crack at it. Find below, albeit in a nutshell, how I went about it. 

From the member I received two emails, one with an image of  the left half  of  the above mentioned bible page, 
the other with an image of  the right half. These two images I copied and pasted into a Photoshop document. 
Because the images had been scanned with a flatbed scanner, the image of  the left half  was a bit distorted and 
so the two halves would not match. I therefore deleted the image of  the left half  and decided to continue with 
the right half  only. Next, I duplicated the remaining image, flipped the duplicate vertically and then the two 
halves did match perfectly together. I “flattened” the images to make it into one single layer (image). I selected 
“Save as” and named the document “complete page” and saved it as a Photoshop file to my desktop. 

Because the image of  the complete page had the writing still on it and was grubby, this 
had to be cleaned off.  This is not hard to do in Photoshop but is quite time consuming. 
With the cloning tool selected, I had to find a relatively clean section of  the beige back 
ground colour, pick up the pixels (option+mouse click) and stamp (mouse click) these over 
the text and blemishes, repeating this process over and over. This took many hours of  
working patiently but the end result was very pleasing.  

Whilst cleaning off  the text I had been careful not to damage the horizontal and vertical lines of  the columns, 
working with a very small brush (of  the cloning tool) and enlarging the image to 400%. Still, there were small 
sections of  the lines that had faded or were missing, so with the cloning tool I repaired these where needed.  

By doing this project I once again learned a lot and realised how much is possible when using a digital imaging 
program and a computer. SHCUG members who have an interest in photo manipulation or editing, are invited 
to visit unit 56 on any Monday. Our club has the software and computers capable of  doing projects such as the 
one above, besides restoring treasured photos and documents. If  help is needed I am more than willing to assist 
and share what I know. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                  Martina Oprey 

Since I had used the same image twice to create the image of  the bible page, 
the left half  of  the banner, being a mirror image of  the right half, had to go. 
Using the cloning tool, I stamped the background colour over the banner’s left 
half, making it disappear. To complete the banner, I had to go back to the left 
half  image of  the page and opened this image from my desktop with Preview. I 
selected the banner section than copied and pasted it into a new Photoshop 
document, saving it as a JPG file. Because this image was larger it had to be 
scaled down. This I did in Preview, as close as I could get it, then copied and 
pasted it into the “complete page”. When matching the two halves together, I 
was one pixel out. To cover this up, using the cloning tool, I copied the border 
section above and below the letters “ecord”over the borders of  the left half  of  
the banner. After cleaning off  the dark bits around the left half  of  the banner, I 
declared it finished. I saved a copy as a Photoshop file and an other as a JPG 
file, then transferred these files onto a USB drive, to be send to the Printers. 
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Taking screen shots with my iMac or MacBook
It’s been almost five years since I became the editor of  SHCUG’s newsletter Keyword. During that time I have 
learned much about “page layout and design” as I went along. Pictures often say more than a thousand words 
and to not infringe upon copyrights, the images that I insert in my articles are either a free download from the 
Internet or are my own. Another way of  obtaining images is by taking screen shots of  your own work displayed 
on your computer screen. To include screen shots, for example of  steps of  a given instruction, can be especially 
help-full when writing about software applications and how to use them. For those who are not yet familiar with 
the art of  taking screen shots, find below how it is done. 

The easiest way to take a screen shot is by using the keyboard commands. 
To take a screen shot of  your entire computer screen, do as follows: Press simultaneously the Command+Shift 
+3 keys. When done you will hear the click of  the shutter of  your computer’s camera and the image taken will 
be found on your desktop.   

If  you want to take a screen shot of  a particular section of  your screen, do the following: Press simultaneously 
the Command+Shift+4 keys. This time the camera shutter didn’t click and your mouse cursor changed into a 
plus sign or crosshair with numbers. With this crosshair cursor outline the area of  your screen that you want to 
capture, when finished you will hear the camera’s shutter click and the image will be found on your desktop.   

                  
                   Taking screen shots with GRAB. 
GRAB is a program that comes preinstalled on all Apple computers and laptops. It lets you take screen shots 
directly from the application’s menu bar. In addition the program also lets you take time-delayed screen shots, 
this is a handy option in case you want to include your cursor in an image. Find below how GRAB works. 

On the Dock, click on Launchpad, when open find the icon “OTHER”, click on it to open it. Find the GRAB 
icon, click on it and it will appear open in the Dock. From the GRAB main menu bar click on “Capture” and 
select from the four options (selection, window, screen, timed screen) the screen grab you want to use.  Just keep 
in mind that your mouse cursor will not show up in the screenshot by default. If  you want to included it, click 
on the applications name “GRAB” in the main menu bar and scroll down to “preferences” and click on it. 
From the small drop down window click on the mouse pointer you want to use. If  you take a “ delayed screen 
shot” the cursor will show.  

There is another option for taking screen shots you might not have thought of, Preview.  
We usually think of  Preview as an application that opens everything from photos to PDF files, besides having 
the ability to copy and edit images. To take a screen shot with Preview, click on “File" in the applications main 
menu bar then scroll down to “take screen shot” and click. Preview allows you to choose a destination for your 
screen shots, all the others I mentioned do place it by default on the desktop. 

With the soon expected operating system update ”Mojave” there will be new organisations and quick-editing 
tools coming which, when you do the update, you can take advantage of. Screen shots saved to the desktop will 
automatically be grouped together to keep your desk-top tidy. When the screen shots appear as small thumb 
nails in a corner of  your screen shortly after taking them, you can click on those images and do some quick 
editing if  needed. 

Screen shots can be added to your Photo Library by simply “drag and dropping” the image onto the Photo 
icon in the dock. You can also copy and paste your screen shots into documents created with Pages, Keynote 
and iBook Author. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	        Martina Oprey 
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Taking screen shots in Windows 10 
The previous article outlined the screen shot methods of  the Apple systems. Because screen shots can be taken 
with any computer, no matter which operating system is on it, this article will explain how to take screen shots 
on a PC with Windows 10 on it. As with the Apple system, Windows 10 also allows you to take screen shots via 
some simple keyboard short cuts and save the images to a folder. You can take a screen shot of  your entire 
screen, an app or just the window that is currently displayed on your screen. You can save the screen shot to the 
clipboard and paste it in any app such as Microsoft Paint. Find below instruction on how to take screen shots in 
Windows 10.  

How to take a screen shot of  your entire screen. 
The simplest way of  taking a screen shot of  the entire screen is by just pressing the “Print Screen” (PrtScn) 
key on your keyboard, then open the app “Microsoft Paint”. When the app has opened, press simultaneously 
the “ctrl+v” keys, and the screen shot will be pasted in Paint. From there you can save the screen shot to 
anywhere you like. 

Another way of  taking a screen shot of  your entire screen is by simultaneously pressing the “Windows + 
Print Screen” keys. Navigate to your Pictures Library on your computer by launching Explorer ( Windows 
key+e) and in the left pane click “Pictures”. Open the screen shot folder from here to find your screen shot 
saved inside it with the name “Screenshot” followed with a string of  numbers. 

How to take a screen shot of  an app or just a window only. 
Sometimes you might just want to take a screen shot of  an app or a window that you have open or a document 
you are working on. Click on the app, window or document of  which you to take a screen shot of, make sure 
it’s in the foreground and not behind another open app, window or document. Press simultaneously the 
“Alt+Print  Screen” keys. Open Microsoft Paint, then press simultaneously the “ctrl+v” keys. This will paste 
the screen shot in Paint. 

           
           How to take a screen shot of  a particular section of  the screen. 
At times you might just want to capture a particular section of  your screen, a picture from a website or from a 
document. This is where you will use the Windows 10 “Snipping Tool”. Find below how it works. 

To find the Snipping Tool, go to the “Start menu>All Programs>Accessories”. Another way to it is by 
typing “Snipping Tool” in the Windows 10 search bar. It will come up in a list or by itself. With the Snipping 
Tool open, click on the down arrow next to “New”. It will show the four snipping options in a small drop down 
window. To capture an image that is rectangular in shape, choose the “Rectangular Snip”. The “Free-form 
Snip” lets you draw any shape on the screen and takes a screen shot of  that part only. The other options are 
“Window Snip” and “Full-screen Snip”. When clicking on a screen shot option your mouse cursor will 
change in a plus sign, drag the cursor around the area you want to capture and the area will fade. Another 
small window will appear with your “Snip” in it saying “do you want to save this”, confirm only when you want 
the “snip” placed in several places.  To copy and paste the “Snip”, do a right mouse click and choose “copy” 
from the dropdown window. Open the document in which you want to insert the “Snip” and choose “paste” 
from the menu bar or use the short cut  “Ctrl+v. You can use the Snipping Tool also to annotate a screen shot 
and save it to your PC.  

To keep the Snipping Tool at hand, choose to pin it to the Task Bar by doing the following: Right click (from 
the list where it should appear) and “pin to task bar” and the icon will stay there.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	         Martina Oprey
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Notice Board
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     The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

Wanted 

Have you got an article that you 
wish to publish in Keyword. 

Have you got something to sell, 
want to swap or give away, 

advertise it in Keyword. 

Please send it to 
shcugcontact@gmail.com

Joke without words 
By Paul Fuentes

mailto:shcugcontact@gmail.com
mailto:shcugcontact@gmail.com

